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GENERAL CONCEPT & STORY

Betty Blue Eyes is a reasonably new musical based on the screenplay of ‘A Private Function’ by Alan Bennett. Music and lyrics by George Stiles and 
Anthony Drewe, and book by Ron Cowan and Daniel Lipman. The Original West End production was in 2011 at the Novello Theatre produced by 
Cameron MacIntosh starring Sarah Lancashire, with further productions of a UK To including the Mercury Theatre, Colchester.

The Story An utterly British musical, full of eccentric characters and of course the star, Betty the pig. The story is set in Shepardsford, Yorkshire in 1947. 
The war is over but, like the rest of the country, it still bears the scars of recent war. Belts are tightened and citizens are told by the Government that 
there will be a ‘fair share for all’ in return for surviving Austerity Britain. The only bright spark of hope on the horizon is the impending marriage of 
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Phillip. We follow the lives of Gilbert & Joyce Chilvers, a Chiropodist and his not to be beckoned with wife. Gilbert 
inadvertently stumbles across a pig named Betty, who is being illegally reared to ensure the local dignitaries can celebrate the Royal Wedding with a lavish 
banquet. It leads to a kidnapping of the pig, whilst the sinister Mr Wormold – the Ministry of Food Inspector – tracks Betty down. 

Principal Casting The show has lots of principal roles, namely 10 (6 men, 3 women and a 12 year old girl (playing age)). There are also lots of minor 
named parts, some with solo vocal parts (for example the female trio for ‘Magic Fingers’) and dialogue – approximately 16 (8 and 8). These roles will 
double into the Company – there’s something for everyone! We will require a lot of men for the show, especially the fabulous principal parts! 

Company Casting A strong set of dancers are needed, especially for ‘Lionheart’ - the huge swing dance number - and ‘Nobody’ - the Top Hat and 
Tails/Showgirl showstopper of a number. The remaining Company (including those with minor roles) will have a great deal to do – cast of all ages are 
required – but all will need to be able to move as there are a lot of Company numbers involving choreography. A cast of approximately 30-35 would be 
ideal. 

This show has everything – gorgeous score to fall in love with, humour, strong acting, eccentric characters, heart-warming moments, the drama of post-
war Britain, big show-stopping choreography of the 1940s, and - for every performer - loads to be involved in. It would be lovely to decorate the Public 
Hall with union jack bunting all around and perhaps the ushers and programme sellers could dress in their 1940’s outfits too. SPAM is definitely to be on 
the raffle!!!

We will have a lovely time with this show I know and cannot wait to get started on it next year! 



SETTING THE SCENE

- Comedy & Drama This a lovely show for a company cast to be involved in and there will be lots 
to do for all portraying post war time Britain. The show is extremely funny but also very moving, 
and character acting from all is going to be essential. Yes vocals and movement are important, 
but the drama of the story is vital from all to set the tone and atmosphere of the production.

- Staging & Set. We will be using one fixed set with various props and a limited number of 
additional scenery items to set up the different internal and external scenes. The set will have 4 
key shop frontages, two stage right and two stage left, with a tall brick wall running along the 
back of the stage aligned with rooftops and smoking chimneys to portray the industrial setting 
of this Yorkshire town. We may use one cloth only for the Primrose Ballroom scene (the big 
swing dance number - so much fun!). A pulley rope system will be used to hang various items 
from and will be used throughout the show. The show revolves around the background of the 
Royal Wedding so lots of bunting for the celebration scenes will be used - very patriotic! 

- The main scenes are The Parade, Gilbert’s patients’ houses, the various Butchers shops, the 
Gilbert’ family home, the farmyard, the Primrose Ballroom, and the King & Crown Pub. –
complete with urinals!!! 

- Lighting Design As the staging will be quite simple in terms of transitions, technical lighting is 
going to be a must for the show to convey the various scenes and atmosphere of the era. The 
lighting plot will be quite complex and will include UV lighting for the painting of the meat 
scenes. Exterior and interior lamps that are lit will be  used. This is a beautiful show and some 
clever and imaginative lighting will really enhance our production. 

- Costume plot There is a reasonably small costume plot for this show, perhaps a lot of which we 
may be able to provide ourselves, or at least accessories. Some items will need to be hired –
particularly the ‘Nobody’ showstopper number, the men's suits, Mr Wormold, the Police Officer 
etc. But the number of costumes per cast member is minimal – generally at 2. 1940’s tea dresses 
for the women with coats and hats, then a smarter dress for the royal wedding. For the chaps, 
work wear or day suit, and then a smarter costume for the celebration scenes. Some principals 
have a few more costumes, and even include Princess Elizabeth and Prince Phillip in their finery!  
It’s a lovely era to costume, we can have lots of fun with it!



CASTING 
GILBERT CHILVERS (Lead) The Chiropodist. A simple man with simple dreams, he is dedicated to healing his 
patients’ feet – and their souls – and to making his wife happy.  Superb actor and vocalist. 

JOYCE CHILVERS  (Lead) Gilberts wife, whose ambition to climb to the top of the social ladder far exceeds her 
means of getting there. She is frustrated by her husband and her Mother.  Superb actress, vocalist and dancer needed. 

MOTHER DEAR Slightly batty, 75, constantly reminding her daughter and son in law of

DR JAMES SWABY A doctor and Head of the Town Council. A snob and elitist, he has made it his mission to 
grind Gilbert down.    

HENRY ALLARDYCE A plump Accountant and member of the Town Council who has fallen hopelessly in love –
with the pig! 

FRANCES LOCKWOOD A Solicitor and third member of the Town Council (all of which are planning the very 
‘Private Function’ for the royal banquet.

MRS ALLARDYCE Wife of Henry, always first in the queue, she holds a piece of meant and position of 
prominence Joyce longs for. 

VERONICA ALLARDYCE The Allardyce’s daughter, a 12-year-old bad seed in pigtails (this can be a 16-20 year 
old if small and look young!)

MR WORMOLD Official meat inspector for the Ministry of Food. He is a martinet who delights in confiscating 
unregistered meat, closing down butcher’s shops and arresting offenders.

SERGEANT NOBLE Police Officer working with Mr Wormold.

BETTY’S HANDLER To move and reenact the emotions of the pig.

NUMEROUS OTHER MINOR PRINCIPAL ROLES - e.g.   The ‘Magic Fingers’ trio of ladies , The Metcalfs, Nuttall, 
Prince & Princess, The Cunliffe’s, Reg Bowen, Kitt etc. All will then double into the  company.

DANCERS & COMPANY As already mentioned, male and female dancers required especially for the 2 big 
showstopper numbers, but all Company will need to be able to move. Company needed of all ages.



BETTY THE PIG

• The star of the show? Definitely for cute 
factor……

• For the West End production, an animatronic pig was 
devised. However, productions on a lesser budget have 
created their own Betty’s just as magical as the original – as 
long as she has bright blue eyes and a sweet expression, 
audiences will be enchanted by her. 

• It is likely that we will hire the pig that was used on the UK 
tour at the Mercury Theatre, which is the photo on the 
right.

• THE HANDLER will be onstage the whole time with Betty, 
moving her around. The handler should be a strong actor in 
my view, as they should express the same feelings as Betty 
and the audience can see a heightened level of emotion 
when both the pig and the human act out the role. The 
handler works around the stage but is never acknowledged 
by the cast. She is dressed in dungarees, check shirt and hair 
in a scarf usually – farmer style. The handler will also be in 
the company work at the start of the show when not 
needed as the handler.

• I DO HOPE THIS INFORMATION ABOUT MY VISION OF 
THE SHOW IS USEFUL….NOW CHECK OUT THE 
SOUNDTRACK,!  I HOPE YOU LOVE IT AS MUCH AS I 
DO! Claire x


